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Background
After nine years from the eruption of the Syrian Revolution in 2011 and with the decrease of the military
works, the legal file comes on the top of the cases raised by the revolution. Whether on the dimension
of the cases that were one of the revolution’s reasons and objectives, to reach a democratic state
governed by a new social decade based on the separation of powers, independence of the judiciary,
rule of the law and respecting the rights and freedoms of the citizens. Or on the dimension of the legal
cases that increased during the years of conflict because of severe violations for the international
human rights law and international humanitarian law which included killing outside the frame of the
law as well as detention, forced disappearance, violations on properties and driving away millions of
the Syrians this is in addition to the legal situations imposed by the state of displacement and asylum
which need treatment. Or on the dimension of the legal cases from a future perspective in the light of
talking about political solution and new constitution as well as preparing the country for elections
under the oversight of United Nations and what accompanies this of transitional justice cases, the
return of the refugees and displaced persons to their places of origin as well as property restitution.
Like a trace of hope during the years of conflict, a Syrian civil society emerged in Syria, it began its
works actively in the legal field and worked on developing its tools and building its skills and
contributed in serving these cases. Pursuant to the concurrence of all concerned persons in this field
about the need to increase coordination between them, many meetings were held at the second half of
2019 between Assistance Coordination Unit as a side interested in coordinating efforts and providing
support for civil society initiatives, and Legal Experts Team which is consisted of a group of experts
that are specialized in providing assistance in the legal affairs about what organization, specialized
agencies and civil society organizations need in order to implement their programs and projects.
The discussions during these meetings were focused on finding a format for coordinating the works of
interested persons in the legal file as well as exchanging information and knowledge, enhancing effect
and covering all presented fields. Consultations have been expanded to include most of the competent
organizations and it was agreed on forming a legal platform as a joint space to coordinate efforts and
in order to guarantee its continuation, Assistance Coordination Unit undertook to provide logistical
support and on the other hand the experts team undertook to provide technical support.
The efforts succeeded on 26 February 2019 in launching the first meeting for the Syrian Platform which
was called for by Assistance Coordination Unit as a logistical side, Peace, Justice and Documentation
Association (APJD) as a host for the Legal Experts Team and Civilians for Justice and Peace
Organization as a facilitator side. About 22 persons attended as representatives for legal sides. After
this meeting many meetings were held and resulted in agreeing on defining the Platform and its
objectives. The number of participants increased to reach 35 legal sides under the hosting of
Assistance Coordination Unit with its logistical role as well as Legal Experts Team with its technical
role.

Definition of The Syrian
Legal Platform

Vision of The Syrian
Legal Platform

It’s a Joint Syrian Space- Independent Syrian
Platform to coordinate efforts and dialogue
between organizations and Syrian gatherings
interested in the Syrian legal affair.

A Syrian Society that believe in its rights and
defend them and able to practice its rights till
reaching a country of law and organizations.

Message of The Syrian
Legal Platform
Coordinating the legal work, mobilization and advocacy for legal files in a qualified way for guiding
and counseling the Syrian Legal Work through spreading legal awareness, enhancing the culture
of human rights, the rule of law and values of justice, citizenship, democracy and good governance
as well as providing legal services for Syrians and keeping their rights in a way that guarantees
making the required effect on the social and the political levels.

Goals of The Syrian
Legal Platform
Enhancing cooperation between
participating organizations through
dialogue, coordinating work and
exchanging information.
Building a joint strategy for legal work.
Developing legal capacities for individuals
and organizations.
Enhancing joint specialized work through
building specialized work groups.
Spreading legal awareness, human rights
culture, rule of law, principles of
democracy and good governance.
Creating societal and political change
through mobilization and advocacy for
legal cases on all levels.

Website and Email address of the Syrian Legal Platform
www.legal-sy.org

info@legal-sy.org

Building an information bank for legal
organizations and persons as well as an
experience house and thinking mind.
Empowering and enhancing woman rights
through performing her effective role in
society by work on achieving equality
between genders and demolishing
discrimination in all social, political and
legal fields.
Supporting children rights and doing all
procedures to protect their lives and future
as well as helping them to achieve
prosperity and their potentials from the
early stage of childhood till adolescence.

Technical Working Groups
They are concentrated technical work groups that rise through
communication between participants of the Platform and each work group is
concerned in a specific field of human rights or rule of law fields and focuses
on discussing and coordinating efforts as well as preparing researches and
recommendations and providing advocacy for a specific file. The work groups
get founded with indefinite number according to priorities agreed on between
the participants of the platform who are specialized in the specified field. The
outcomes of work groups get shared through the meetings of the platform.

Meetings of The Syrian Legal Platform
The Platform periodically gathers every two months and it has the right to
call for exceptional meetings according to the need and based on the
suggestions of the participants. The Platform takes consensus of the
participants as a way for taking decisions and it’s not possible in any way to
use voting. Assistance Coordination Unit shall take the role of meetings
invitations and logistical arrangements while the Legal Experts Team shall
take the role of putting the technical content of the meeting in consultation
with the participants and according to what is urgent to discuss in the Syrian
Legal Domain.

Participants in The Syrian Legal Platform
The Platform includes representatives of civil non-governmental
organization, civil society initiatives and Technical Unions and Leagues which
are active in the field of human rights and the rule of law as well as
supporting woman, child, advocacy, awareness-raising and empowerment.
Also any active Syrian organization or initiative or league shall have the right
to participate in the Platform.

General principles of participation
in The Syrian Legal Platform
Respect of the organizations for the
International Humanitarian Law and
Human Rights.
Neutralism of the members towards the
human rights files.
The Platform is committed to transparency
in its work and neutralism towards
participants.
The deliberations within the sessions and
meetings of the platform shall be subject
to Chatham House.
Independence of the participating
organizations and their internal affairs.
Solving problems that rise during the
work of the Platform inside the Platform.

Exchange of information with keeping the
rights of the information owner.
Mutual support between participating
organizations and the Platform in order to
achieving joint objectives.
Commitment of the participants to the
values and objectives of the Platform.
Complying with commitments and
attending meetings.

The Host of The Syrian
Legal Platform
Assistance Coordination Unit hosts the Syrian Legal Platform with the purpose of
securing the legal cover for the works of the Platform and facilitating communication
between participants, stakeholders and audience as well as providing necessary
facilitations for organizing periodic and exceptional meetings of the Platform and
following its outcomes. In addition to that ACU works on providing all managerial,
media and logistical services as well as culture of information that support the
Platform, managing database, Platform's archive and website in addition to continuous
work on providing necessary resources to support, coordinate and enhance works of
the Platform. This is in addition to work with the technical supervisor to advocate the
Platform and its outcomes with the Syrian society and activists of the Syrian affair and
donating countries as well as continuous work on developing the platform and
supporting it by consultation with participating organizations.

Technical supervisor of
the Syrian Legal Platform

LET

The Legal Experts Team takes the role of technical supervision for the Platform
through bringing views of the participants around the legal files closer as well as
enhancing communication mechanisms, providing technical support for the hosting
side in order to facilitate its work as well as implementing the technical activities and
works of the Platform, auditing outcomes and messages issued from the meetings of
the Platform, participating in advocating the Platform and its outcomes with the Syrian
society and the activists of the Syrian affair and the granting countries and work
continually on developing the Platform and supporting it in consultation with th
participating organizations.

Coordinator of the
Syrian Legal Platform
The Coordinator of the Platform gets appointed by the hosting side “Assistance
Coordination Unit” which supervise its work and follow it and he works in complete
coordination with the technical supervisor of the Platform “Legal Experts Team”. His
main tasks are managerial, providing facilitation and as a communication point
between participants of the Platform, the hosting side and the technical supervisor. He
also provides all necessary facilitations to guarantee the progress of the Platform
towards achieving its objectives in the perfect way as well as implementing its works
and activities according what is planned for it.

List of participants in
The Syrian Legal Platform
The number of participants in the Syrian Legal
Platform (since its establishment till November 2020)
has reached 35 organizations

Journalists for
Human Rights

The Syrian Legal
Development Programme

Kawakbi
Center

Association of Peace,
Justice and Documentation

Syrian Network
for Human Rights

lawyers and doctors
for human rihgts

Syria Civil
Defense

The Day
After

Baytna
Syria

Stabilization
Support Unit

Local Development
Organization

Local Administration
Councils Unit

Hurras
Network

The Syrian Journalists
Association

Center for Civil Society
and Democracy

FREEDOM
JASMINE

Syrian women
humanitarian network

Syrian Lawyers
Aggrigation

Human Rights
Guardians

Minber
Alsham

Syrian Human
Rights Association

Al Furat Center for
Justice and Human Rights

Jusoor for
Studies

Women Support
Unit

Aleppo free lawyers
state of law

Syrian Association for
Internal Security

Peace
Reviving

Free Lawyers
Syndicate in Daraa

The Free Lawyers
Syndicate branch in Raqqa

Justice
for Peace

Amal
Organization

Syrian Judiciary
Council

Free Lawyers
Syndicate

Free Bar Association
Branch

Women Now
for development
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Participants of the platform
Place of Registration

23 72%

9 28%
Unlicensed
16

3

2

1

1

Turkey

Syria

France

Britain

Belgium

Licensed

According to the geographical scope of work
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According to the main areas of work
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Percentage of member organizations of
25 78%

20 36%

7 22%

12 37%
A regional or
International
Alliance

A Syrian
Alliance

Member

Not Member

Member

Not Member

Other

25 25

Victims of domestic violence

Individual rights

28 28 28

Survivors of sexual and physical abuse

Individual and public freedoms

Victims of forced displacement

31

Protection of human rights defenders

31

Cultural Rights

The right to assembly and freedom of expression

Child Rights

41

Survivors of arrest

44 44

Forcibly disappeared persons

Supporting victims' access to justice

50

Civil liberties

53

Social and economic rights

56 56

Refugee rights

The rule of law

59

Property right

Political rights

Women's rights

Civil rights

According to the human rights domain %
78
69

38 38

22
9
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